
Promotion to Alibaba.com platform



604 requests since registration

1 576 clicks in 30 days

 Training webinars on working on the platform and 

promoting your products

 Consulting Service Recipients on solving problems of 

difficulties in using the account

 Preparing and providing instructions on new account 

features

 Monitoring accounts "Gold Supplier", including at least 

3 surveys of Recipients with the provision of a report to 

the Customer

This year, 50 domestic companies were selected

and withdrawn to the Alibaba.com platform

Another 50 companies are planned to be

withdrawn in 2021 and to conclude contracts

worth $ 100 million.

An increase in the number of companies will make it possible to create a Kazakhstan pavilion 

with domestic goods on the platform

 Conducting a training seminar

 Company selection process

 Company list approval

 Company withdrawal process

 Buying accounts

 Creation of profiles

 Service support for companies

Promotion to Alibaba.com platform
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Eurasian Foods

Corporation

Holding

BECKER & K

Petropavlovsk

Plant of Heavy

Machine

Building JSC

AGROSTAN

LLP Production 

Complex 

Avrora

Description:
Eurasian Foods Corporation Holding is one of

the leading and most important food

enterprises in the Republic of Kazakhstan and

Central Asia, a recognized leader of the

republic among manufacturers of fat-and-oil

products that meet the highest international

standards, with a production volume of more

than 150 000 tons per year.

Industry:

Mayonnaise, Ketchup, Sauce, 

Sunflower oil, Margarine

Website on Alibaba.com

https://efckz.trustpass.alibaba.com

/

Website screenshot:

Description:

Manufacturer of high quality sausages made

from selected chilled meat

Handmade frozen semi-finished products from

natural products

Aromatic and lush pastries - just like at home

Industry:
Product Categories: Meat delicacies, Raw 

smoked slices, Ham, Fried sausages, Cooked-

smoked sausages, Semi-smoked sausages

Boiled sausages

Website on Alibaba.com

https://becker.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:
"PZTM" JSC is one of the largest enterprises in

Kazakhstan for the manufacture of equipment

for the oil and gas production, oil and gas

processing, petrochemical, energy and railway

industries based on modern technologies. The

enterprise has production facilities with all

technological redistributions necessary for the

production of various types of

equipment.PZTM JSC has general licenses for

all types of manufactured products.

Industry:
Heavy Machinery, Machinery, Drilling 

Rigs, Lifting Rigs, Rigs

Website on Alibaba.com

https://pztm.trustpass.alibaba.com

/

Website screenshot:

Description:
Agrostan is a forward looking company with a

goal to revolutionize theway farming and

agriculture is done in Kazakhstan. Agrostan

was created through the partnership between

Kazakh and Malaysian investors.Through the

efforts of our talented team and valued

partners we will build upon our rich heritage to

create a cutting edge agricultural enterprise

previously unseen in the region.

Industry:

Lamb, Beef, Fine Wool, Alfalfa, Wheat

Website on Alibaba.com

https://agrostan.trustpass.alibaba.

com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
Manufacturer of cleaning agents

Dishwashing liquids

Antimicrobial sprays for hand

Antimicrobial gels for hand

Industry:

Antimicrobial gels, House 

chemicals, Detergent

Website on Alibaba.com

https://avroraholdingkz.trustpass.a

libaba.com

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com

https://efckz.trustpass.alibaba.com/
https://becker.trustpass.alibaba.com/
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Nurzhanar Style
Empire of 

Gifts

Global Invest 

International

Description:
The main activity of the company is

the production of various kinds of

beer, as well as kvass, soft drinks

and drinking water.

Industry:

Beer, Soft drinks, Water, Energy 

drinks, Kvass

Website on Alibaba.com

https://nurzhanar.trustpass.alibaba

.com

Website screenshot:

Description:
The company has been manufacturing clothing

for 8 years since 2012. Qualified in the

production of Kazakh national clothing for 5

years since 2016. In September 2020, the

company received an official trademark

certificate and now produces national clothing

under the Brand "XAN SHAPAN"

Industry:

National clothing, Kazakh national 

men's Chapan, Kazakh national 

women's Beshmet

Website on Alibaba.com

https://xanshapan.trustpass.alibab

a.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
Empire has utmost respect for the heritage and

cultural values of every nation, and holds as its

duty keeping part of that wealth in its gifts, as

an example of haute national art of each and

every country.Empire's branded products are

the items with a history, created for a modern,

dynamic and progressive person, ones which

fill his or her life with aesthetics and innovation

while at the same time engraving in stone the

predecessors' heritage, for centuries into the

future

Industry:

Porcelain, Clocks, Watches, 

Decor, Murals

Website on Alibaba.com

https://empireofgifts.trustpass.alib

aba.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
The main goal of the company is to release a

high-quality product with valuable medicinal

properties. The company is engaged in the

production of a natural low-alcohol drink

Medovukha under the brand "Medovaya

Marka". It has its own apiaries in the

mountainous regions of East Kazakhstan. He

is also engaged in supporting beekeepers to

develop and strengthen their positions in the

market of Kazakhstan.

Industry:
Low-alcohol drink, drink, beverage, 

alcohol beverage, mead

Website on Alibaba.com

https://medovuha.trustpass.alibab

a.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
We are the young company dealing with the

production of different kinds of games:

development games, logical games, board

games. Moreover, we are aimed to popularize

such kind of entertainment into all group ages.

Our games combine the history and culture of

Kazakhstan that is extremely valuable for you

and your children!

Industry:

Board game, Logical game, 

Development game

Website on Alibaba.com

https://kobaz.trustpass.alibaba.co

m

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com



SWISS

GROW 

LLP

Sewing firm 

Semiramida

KazNetwork

Group 

LLP

Biotech 

Karal LLP

High Strength 

Cable Duct

Manufacturing LLP

Description:
We help farmers to increase the quantity, the

quality and the value of their produced crop

without sacrificing the precious natural sources

of our earth.We are an integrated agro-

company, serving extensively for the

requirements of sustainable

agriculture.Regarding our environmentally

caring vision, we are in a continuous race with

ourselves to improve our products and

knowledge. With this approach, besides

achieving to produce the best possible

products we also share our great expertise to

get the most out of them.

Industry:

Organic fertilizers, Potassium 

fertilizer

Website on Alibaba.com

https://swissgrow.trustpass.alibab

a.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
MANERA is a Spanish-Kazakh brand inspired

by the ideas of the Union of designers from

Spain Sonia Prado and Kazakh designer

Gulnar Bekibayeva. All products are made at

the Semiramida clothing factory in Kazakhstan

with an unique productiona history of 1997.The

collection from the brand "Manera" is an

impeccable , unique style of a successful

woman.

Industry:

Coats, Jackets, Vests, Bombers, 

Bikers

Website on Alibaba.com

https://sewingfirmsemiramida.trust

pass.alibaba.com

Website screenshot:

Description:
KazNetwork Group was established in 2012 as

a parent company. The structure of the group

includes a transport company, a production

company and export-import company. The

core of the company consists of results-

oriented professionals

Industry:

Silver Ions, Silver Liquid, SiverBio

with Silver Ions

Website on Alibaba.com

https://kaznetworkgroup.trustpass.

alibaba.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
Our company consists of biologists and

organic chemists, as well as specialists in the

field of animal husbandry, united by one goal -

to deliver the latest advances in science at the

service of society. The most modern

developments allow get the maximum effect

from 100% natural ingredients, avoiding

negative consequences and side effects.

Industry:

Bio feed Additive for Cats Dogs 

Cattle Horses

Website on Alibaba.com

https://alkaral.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:
High Strength Cable Duct Manufacturing LLP

is the only domestic manufacturer of high-

strength cable pipes in the CIS (One of seven

plants of manufacturers of patented products

in the world). New technology: The most

durable, efficient and economical Protection of

cable and conductor systems in the world

market. The share of Kazakhstan content in

the product is more than 67-77%. The main

characteristics of the plant's products meet the

requirements of world standards and consumer

preferences.

Industry:
cable duct spiral, cable duct spiral black, 

cable duct spiral hollow, cable duct spiral 

fiber

Website on Alibaba.com

https://zvkt.trustpass.alibaba.com/

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com
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«Best Iron Group» LLP «BioOperations» LLP «Kublei» LLP  
«Qaz Protectorcs»

LLP 

«Qazaq Partners»

LLP 

Description:

Best iron group LLP is a modern

dynamically developing trading

company that has taken a strong

position in the market of

Kazakhstan in the field of

household and engineering

equipment for heating systems.

Field:

Steel Panel Radiators, Convectors

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://bestirongroup.trustpass.alib

aba.com/?spm=a2700.shop_cp.8

8.11

Website screenshot:

Description:

"BioOperations", LLP located in

Taiynsha city at the northern part

of Kazakhstan. The company

owns the plant for the deep

process of wheat grain. The plant

produces bioethanol, wheat

gluten, starch, flour and animal

feed.

Field:

Wheat gluten, Wheat starch,

Bioethanol, Feed products, Flour

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://biooperations.trustpass.alib

aba.com/?spm=a2700.shop_cp.8

8.11

Website screenshot:

Description:

"Kublei" LLP - one of the largest

processing enterprises of the in

Kazakhstan, known for engaging

in production of freshly chilled

meat such as horse, beef and

lamb; so as for canned goods

production that was established in

1992.

Field:

Frozen meat, canned meat,

canned fish

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://kublei.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/?spm=a2700.shop_cp.88.11

Website screenshot:

Description:

The first and only manufacturer of

protectors for oil pipes in

Kazakhstan.

Field:

Threaded protector

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://qazprotectors.trustpass.alib

aba.com/?spm=a2700.shop_cp.8

8.11

Website screenshot:

Description:

"Qazaq Partners" LLP was

founded in 2016. This is a trading

company for the supply of food

products (sunflower oil, cereals,

cereals, porridge bags).

Field:

Buckwheat Grain, Rice Grain,

Wheat Cereals, Rye Cereals,

Sunflower Oil

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://qazpart.trustpass.alibaba.c

om/

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com

https://biooperations.trustpass.alibaba.com/?spm=a2700.shop_cp.88.11
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KAZSPO LLP Molproduct LLP KAZAGRO-PRO LLP
MEDICAL HOLDING 

SINTEZ-KZ LLP
BIO Elite LLP

Description:

"Alerma" is a kazakhstani

developer and manufacturer of

outerwear. Our specification is

designer down coats. The brand

was born under zibroo factory,

which has 20 years of experience

in manufacturing sportswear.

Field:

women's down jacket, women's

down coat, women's waiscoat,

women's skirt

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://alerma.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:
The leader of the milk market with a share

of more than 27%. The company's brands

are in the TOP 5 in Kazakhstan. A wide

variety of packaging solutions (cardboard,

PET, glass-bottle, jug, etc.) will satisfy the

tastes of the most demanding buyer. The

company has invested more than

$200,000,000 in equipment in

collaboration with world leaders

(TetraPak, Ecolean).

Field:

Milk, Kefir, Ice-cream, Vegetable

milk, Traditional dairy products

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://agroproduct.trustpass.aliba

ba.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:

LLP "KAZAGRO-PRO" was

registered in early 2017 in Almaty,

type of activity "Wholesale trade in

grain, seeds, animal feed". Since

2017, KAZAGRO-PRO LLP has

been selling grain, oilseeds and

legumes, oil, flour, meat, feed for

export.

Field:

Grain, Buckwheat, Wheat, Flour,

Meat

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://kazagropro.trustpass.alibab

a.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:

Sintez-KZ Medical Holding LLP is

a Kazakhstan manufacturer of

medical equipment and

rehabilitation equipment. There is

a license for the production of

medical equipment, there is a

qualified engineering staff and

production personnel.

Field:

Stand of manual skills, motor skills

table, equipment for rehabilitation,

occupational therapy equipment

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://sintezkz.trustpass.alibaba.c

om/

Website screenshot:

Description:

LLP "BIO elite" is a company that

creates healthy and tasty natural

snacks - fruit and nut bars for adults

and children. The goal of our

company is to develop a culture of

consumption of healthy food

products. The company has existed

since August 2016, the sale of bars

began at the end of 2017.

Field:

Chocolate bar, Fruit bar, Nut bar,

Berry Bar, Healthy food

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://bioelite.trustpass.alibaba.com/

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com

https://alerma.trustpass.alibaba.com/
https://kazagropro.trustpass.alibaba.com/
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https://bioelite.trustpass.alibaba.com/


10Tech LLP Araltuz JSC
Namys Construction 

Firm LLP
Export Z LLP

Kaz-Ir Agro

LLP

Description:
10Tech was established on

September 16, 2016 by a group of

specialists with extensive

experience in implementation and

developmentIT projects of urban

and national scale. The main

direction is software development

using augmented and virtual reality

technologies.

Field:

Simulation product for mining

companies, virtual industrial safety

training

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://10tech.trustpass.alibaba.co

m

Website screenshot:

Description:
The largest salt producer in

Kazakhstan since 1925. The

production capacity of Araltuz today is

600,000 thousand tons. The

company's share in the domestic

market is 65%, in the Russian market

- 16%. More than 75% of the

manufactured products are exported.

The company produces high-quality,

natural salt without added

preservatives.

Field:

Edible salt

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://araltuz.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:
Construction Firm Namys LLP has

been on the market since 2004.

Today it is a modern high-tech

company for the production of

fractionated quartz sands, produced

by enrichment and fractionation. The

company produces and supplies to

the market of Kazakhstan and

neighboring countries with more than

12 types of high-quality fractionated

quartz sand

Field:

Fractionated Quartz Sands

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://namys.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:

EXPORT Z is a representative of

ZETA and exports products

manufactured by THIS

company.Kazakhstan

manufacturing company ZETA

has been a stable leader in the

production of furniture, plastic and

metal products of a wide range on

the national market since 1996.

Field:

Office chairs, plastic trash cans

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://zetakz.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:

Kaz-ir Agro is one of the few

companies in Kazakhstan that

performs all production processes:

sowing, harvesting, storage,

production (pressing) of oil, packaging

and export.The company specializes

in the production of unrefined cold-

pressed safflower oil under the

Safloria trademark on the Kazakhstan

market since 2011, the cultivation of

safflower and grain.

Field:

Safflower oil

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://kaziragro.trustpass.alibaba.co

m

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com

https://10tech.trustpass.alibaba.com/
https://araltuz.trustpass.alibaba.com/
https://namys.trustpass.alibaba.com/
https://zetakz.trustpass.alibaba.com/


NID Plus RTF ACTICA LLP RuMa Farm LLP
Aktobe Meet Cluster 

LLP
DANI NAN LLP

Description:
The company is focused on

manufacturing and selling shoutbox pulse

generators 1) at the moment there are

contracts signed for the export of goods to

Romania 2) at the stage of signing a

contract for delivery to countries such as

Australia, USA, New Zealand, Italy,

Czech Republic. 3) currently, the product

can be ordered in 5 countries and we

deliver our products by courier service

within 1-2 weeks.

Field:

SH.U.T.T.box 12V Generator

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://shuttbox.trustpass.alibaba.

com

Website screenshot:

Description:

The producer of coal products

RTF ACTICA LLP (Republic of

Kazakhstan, the city of Pavlodar)

sells coal concentrate.

Field:

Coke breeze, Coal coke, Coal

concentrate, Activated carbon,

Coal

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://actica.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:

RuMa Farm was founded in 2015

to organize the production of

surgical suture materials in the

Republic of Kazakhstan. The

production base is equipped with

modern equipment and clean

rooms.

Field:

Rumacryl Surgical Suture,

Polyglycolide Surgical Suture,

Catgut Surgical Suture, Nylon

Surgical Suture

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://rumafarm.trustpass.alibaba

.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
The meat processing complex of

Aktobe Meat Cluster LLP in Alga,

Aktobe region is an enterprise for

the production of environmentally

friendly meat products, possessing

modern technologies. The company

independently carries out the entire

processing process.

Field:

boned beef meat, beef meat, beef

by-products, beef semi-products

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://aktep.trustpass.alibaba.co

m

Website screenshot:

Description:

The company has been operating

on the market of Kazakhstan since

1996; it has been exporting

products for more than 20 years

Field:

Flour of the highest and first grades

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://daninan.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com

https://actica.trustpass.alibaba.com/
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«Altay Agro Trading» LLP «City Stone» LLP
«ELTEXALATAU»

LLP

«EurasianCable»

LLP
«PASEKA» Farm

Description:

A Kazakhstani trading company

engaged in the export of grain and

oilseeds from Kazakhstan to the

near and far abroad, with the

possibility of supplying products

by road and rail.

Field:

Milling Wheat, Rapeseeds,

Sunflower Seeds, Barley, Flax

Seeds

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://altayagro.trustpass.alibaba.

com/

Website screenshot:

Description:

CITY STONE is one of the largest

suppliers of finishing stone in the

CIS countries, which for 12 years

has been providing high-quality

material to thousands of

customers around the world.

Field:

Slabs, Paving

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://citystonekz.trustpass.alibab

a.com/?spm=a2700.shop_cp.88.1

1

Website screenshot:

Description:

"Eltex Alatau" company is one of

the first communication equipment

manufacturers in Kazakhstan

established in 2012. The main

focus of the enterprise is a set of

solutions and the opportunity of

their seamless connection to the

customer's infrastructure.

Field:

IPTV, switches, phones, routers,

wifi

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://eltexalatau.trustpass.alibab

a.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:

EURASIANCABLE is a factory

specializing in the development

and production of a unique

budget-efficient cable that meets

the international energy standard

MEK, European standard DIN,

British Institute of standardization

BSI and Eurasian GOST.

Field:

Cables

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://eeccable.trustpass.alibaba.

com/?spm=a2700.shop_cp.88.11

Website screenshot:

Description:

The Paseka farm was established

in 2003 and is one of the first and

largest beekeeping enterprises in

the Republic of Kazakhstan of the

full cycle Production - Processing

- Packing - Sales of Bee Product,

in which beekeeping is put on an

industrial basis.

Field:

honey, bee flowers polen, royal

jelly, honeycomb, beeswax

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://pasekauka.trustpass.alibab

a.com

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com
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Seyitbek Auleti Intellpack FAIZ LLP Syrat
United Consolidating 

Center LLP

Description:
The main activity of the company is

pharmaceutical and agricultural activities.

Seyitbek auleti LLP engaged in the

cultivation, harvesting, collection of

medicinal plants and oilseeds. There is

also a pharmaceutical complex for

processing medicinal and vegetable raw

materials.

Industry:
Cultivation, harvesting, collection of 

medicinal plants and oilseeds

Website on Alibaba.com

https://salherbs.trustpass.alibaba.

com

Website screenshot:

Description:
INTELLPACK is a Kazakhstan supplier of

packaging materials and equipment from

leading European and Asian manufacturers.

Since 2006, INTELLPACK has been supplying

high-quality packaging materials to the market

of Kazakhstan.

Industry:
Packaging materials and equipment 

from leading European and Asian 

manufacturers

Website on Alibaba.com

https://intellpack.trustpass.alibaba.

com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
The company has been operating since 2006.

Manufacturer of Alcohol napkins. Delivery is

carried out by air. We value our customers and

always go to the satisfaction of requests.

Industry:

Alcohol napkin

Website on Alibaba.com

https://faiz.trustpass.alibaba.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
Company "Syrat" was based in 2010 after a

few years of searching a suitable artesian well,

which was found in the foothills of Tien-Shan

mountains. Since the first day the main mission

of our company is to provide a life-giving water

to our consumers in the way it was naturally

formed in the mountains.

Industry:

Bottled Water, Mineral Water, Drinking 

Water, Pure Water, Artesian Water

Website on Alibaba.com

https://syrat.trustpass.alibaba.com

/

Website screenshot:

Description:
United Consolidating Center was established

in 2009. Since 2018, it has been registered as

a member of the FEZ "Astana-new city". The

company is a domestic manufacturer of plastic

seals, radio frequency ear tags (RFID),

subcutaneous transponders, visual ear tags

and blood collection systems (vacutainers) in

the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Industry:

Production of locking and sealing 

devices

Website on Alibaba.com

https://yekc.trustpass.alibaba.com/

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com

https://faiz.trustpass.alibaba.com/
https://syrat.trustpass.alibaba.com/


Nomad Foods LLP BEVER LLP
Eurasia Invest LTD 

LLP

Global Beverages 

LLP
Altay Honey Farm

Description:

Nomad foods LLP was founded in

September 2017, and is engaged

in the production of extruded

products ( snacks) - corn balls and

corn sticks. From July 2019 to the

present, the company produces Jo

Jo corn balls with flavors: cheese,

crab, onion and sour cream,

flaming hot

Field:

Cheese balls, corn sticks,

Breakfast cereals

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://nomadfoods.trustpass.aliba

ba.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:

The location of the manufacturer -

a legal entity: Kazakhstan, Almaty

region, Ili district, Kaztsik village.

The main activity is the

production, storage and sale of

alcoholic and low-alcohol

beverages.

Field:

Vodka, alcohol drink, alcohol

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://bever.trustpass.alibaba.co

m/

Website screenshot:

Description:

The company has been in

existence since 2015 and has

2,500 mares. The plant is the

largest in the world.

Field:

dry mare's milk - saumal, dry

camel milk – saubota

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://saumalkz.trustpass.alibaba.

com/

Website screenshot:

Description:
"Global Beverages" LLP The largest

Kazakhstani company, which

includes enterprises for the

production of natural mineral water,

drinks and alcoholic beverages

based on it.Total production

capacity: more than 27 million liters

of drinks per month

Field:
Natural Mineral Water Turan, Healing

Table Water Qulager-Bulabay, Vodka

Blue Mountain, Vodka Khaoma,

Vodka Polus

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://globalbeveragesllp.trustpas

s.alibaba.com/

Website screenshot:

Description:

Natural honey wholesale. Build your

business with us

Field:

Honey, Pollen, Propolis, Royal jelly,

Mead

Link on Alibaba.com:

https://altayhoneykz.trustpass.alibaba.

com/

Website screenshot:

List of companies of the second phase of exporter promotion on Alibaba.com

https://nomadfoods.trustpass.alibaba.com/
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